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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
WHAT WE OFFER OUR CLIENTS 

Besides the variety of products on glasstools.ro, we took the mission of delivering fast and with the utmost care for our clients’ needs. We believe the
consumer’s experience is at least as important as the product’s  quality and we thrive constantly to create and maintain a pleasant experience – online,
as well as offline – for each and every person/company that we come in contact with. At the same time, we want to build long term business relations
that are mutually beneficial and to become the main glass tools providers in Romania and Eastern Europe. 

WHERE WE WANT TO GET 

We aim globally, but focus our efforts on the local market. Starting from the idea of a dynamic business, we see the relationships with our partners and
competitors through a filter of integrity, mutual respect and a fast-problem-solving attitude towards our clients. 

Our goal is to form a network of companies and people working in the glass industry, whose interactions will create a great environment for innovation,
quality production and business success. Ultimately, we want to be the core of a healthy mechanism of demand-offer in the field. 

HOW WE APPLY GLASS TOOLS COMPANY´S VALUES 

    eCommerce platform that allows fast product browsing; 

    We conceived a simple way of ordering the products you need; 

    We offer warranty for the purchased items; 

    We insure a safe order placement; 

    Fast delivery, so you don´t lose clients; 

    We offer solutions and consulting, not only products for sale.

Company Profile of Glass Tools Company

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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